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Let met at the outset* thank the Calcutta University 
for asking me to deliver the Navyug Acharya Memorial 
Lectures. Ihat 1 am delivering the 1962 lectures in 198^ 
is partly my fault} I was too preoccupied with various other 
things the last six years to put together something befitt
ing the request. Even when the request came I was torn 
between two contrary reactions; on one side a diffidence
to trespass into the corridors of the academe having spent

oall my years in art prar.t.icp, jkn
another a sincere appreciation of the honour this distin
guished university was doing art by asking a practising 
artist to talk on issues related to his vocation. As you 
see I have succumbed to the latter for better or worse.

My five lectures will be round certain issues relating 
to modern art, oarticularly modern Indian art. The attempt 
is to open up the issues and see them in a larger light, 
not delimit them and nail them to their perches; hoping that 
any discussion this may elicit will enlarge our understanding 
of the modern art situation. In the shape of questions 
these issues will read as follows* What concent does a 
modern artist or critic have of current art activity? How 
does a modern artist react to his environment and cultural 
inheritance? What perceptions or illusions or emotional 
urges does he work under? And what general norms of achieve
ment can we think of in a highly heterogenous art scene as 
that of today? As one can see these Issues are not new .they 
are well-nigh perennial, spelt out differently at different 
times, following changes in attitudes and circumstances. In 
the last hundred years they have been construed variously 
by various people, artists and others. The view of artists 
have, naturally, tended to be personal and limited as they 
are deeply entrenched in their individual creative interests
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and can work loose from these to take a synoptic view of
the whole scene only with special effort. But in our time

t cothe critlC8,f*«L' have not been vastly different; they too 
have been personal and limited - that is, enthusiastic par
tisans or violent opponents of one or the other point of 
view. In their own defence they will, doubtless, take re
course to the Baudelaire’s word&1^that criticism should, to 
Justify itself, 'be partial, passionate, and political, that 
is to say written from an exclusive point of view.* But this 
could have another, if not elevated, reason. At no time in 
history have the critics been so dependent for their very 
existence on the developing art trends and their rationali
sation; they do not want to be left on the roadside like 
their European confreres of a century ago for not divining In 
time the gravity and seriousness of the new developments on 
their contemporary art scene. So they hurry to accept what 
comes at whatever level of incomprehension. And, for that 
reason, there are today many views and voices; and the same 
person can be seen to change these from time to time. This 
is generally attributed to the fluid nature of our cultural 
situation and the rapid pace of change. Whatever that may 
be?with so many diverse views around a periodical stock-taking 
may be highly useful.

These lectures do not attempt to do this directly or 
exhaustively; what little they may do is in the way of 
discussing certain common terms and concepts as cotoe into 
our artistic parlance —  like modernity, eclecticism, nostal
gia and so on —  which lend themselves to reinterpretation 
today. Inevitably in discussing them we shall have to take 
some stock of the prevailing views in their regard.

Today, my first lecture will be on s



MODELS OF MOU RN ART

Artists* as everyone knows, are fond of models, whether 
they are the flesh and blood ones or the abstract and in
corporeal; they seek a tangible Image of whatever is in 
question. True, artists are not the only ones in this world 
who speak of models today; scientists, philosophers, adminis
trators and management experts, all, talk of these as well; 
for them they are the hypothetical structures or pre
concepts or projections that back up their enquiries or action. 
Really speaking, we all have pre-concepts of everything we 
seek to know or do, even simple things like lifting a bottle 
of water or walking down a staircase, without quite knowing 
their existence. We discover them suddenly when during an 
action, the pre-concept does not quite correspond with the 
facts. Like when we lift a bottle of water thinking that it 
is made of glass while it is made of light plastic and the 
force we put into the act almost throws it off our grip. Or 
when we climb down a staircase wearing a new pair of glasses 
that shows the steps differently from the previous one and 
we miss a step or two, or do some thing worse. But in these 
we can correct ourselves quickly as the correlations are 
simple. But when they are not so simple there can be a 
problem. So also when we mixjpp these models or pre-concepts 
knowingly or unknowingly. For instance, we all know that 
democracy can be conceived as a way of ordering human affairs 
by an appeal to human reason or, alternatively, the exercise 
of mass power; and it needs no great effort of intelligence 
to see how distant one is from the other. But on the global 
scene today most democratic countries pay relentless verbal 
homage to the former while functioning shamelessly on the 
basis of the latter. So an understanding o<t models and their 
use or misuse is highly significant in our understanding the
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nature and validity of any human activity.

Terms like 'art' and •modern* have been construed 
differently at different times. Today art conjures up 
for us the ima«e of a commodity charged with a visual 
impulse or message with the power to affect the onlooker.
To others in previous societies, so the scholars tell us, 
it meant a quality or refinement in the fabrication of an 
object or the designing of a narrative. That these two 
views have different implications should now be fairly ob
vious. Similarly the term •modern* has been used with 
different connotations at different times. At the time of 
the Italian Renaissance the 'modern manner* implied, strangely 
enough, 'Gothic art* to some, ’antique art revival* to 
others. * Today, to be *modern* would mean to many, if only 
in theory, rejection of all antecedents and starting anew.
Each of these views has behind it a different conceptual 
model of what art is and seeks to accomplish. And these 
have their own Justifications in their contexts. afhile 
granting this, it falls to us all the same to examine whether 
these are largo, many-sided or circumspect enough to exceed 
them and have lasting value.

In a large sense, the concept of *modern* can be encoun
tered in all growing societies all over the world at various 
stages in their history, even generation to generation, ins
pite of their giving a hallowed status to age and antiquity. 
That one generation superceded another and that its working 
circumstances were different from those of the previous one, 
and had to ba tackled afresh, was accepted even in fairly 
static societies, where if the environment did not change 
greatly, and technology only marginally, man power certainly 
did. The only difference is that they did not necessarily
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mark up the qualitative value of the present vis-a-vis 
the past's or consider the past as something to be passed 
over. They gratefully acknowledged what they received froa 
it in terms of knowledge, skills, thoughts and beliefs, 
social institutions and culture, while using their discern
ment to substitute or alter some of these in the light of

ffWyjkuJtU*
the new circumstances. They had a sense of old and new, 
past and present, ancient and modern and ratiocinated their 
relative value and usefulness, tohen, in the well-known 
verse of Maiavikagnimitram Kalidasa mentions, 'Not all old 
writing is perfect, or new writing despicable! the culti
vated have to use their own discernment to find out which \b 
which;-" he points to this. Such instances can be found 
in cultures all over the world. If it were not so - that 
is, if such reappraisals, rejections and innovations did not 
take place - these cultures would not have undergone any 
change at all. But they have. Though the changes have not 
always been very drastic and visible, partly because the 
changes in the circumstances themselves were gradual, and 
the social groups did not unier&o much dispersion, restruc
turing or fragmentation, and the individual was not'comple
tely alienated* from ttiera,

I say completely alienited because.^ even in tradi
tional societies, one can notice different grqdes of dis
tancing between the individual and the social group, depend
ing on how individual the person was and what part of his 
personality had the seeds of defiance or rebellion. Talk
ing about our own cultures, we have had from the beginning 
a whole procession of teachers, social reformers and holy 
men who were self-confessed outsidersj and some of them,as we 
well know, mounted a frontal attack on established values 
and effected fundamental changes in our thoughts and ideals.



Some of th«a, like let us say Mahavira or Buddha or Sankara 
were «#re more thorough-going outsiders, while others like 
Kabir were both in and out of society by turns - in as a

{ H 1
weaver and craftsman, piet as a starkly non-conformist thin
ker and teacher. The only difference was that these socie
ties readily accomodated them within their ambit and not 
necessarily on their woodland fringes.

This fact has some relevance to the discussion of our 
present notions of modernity which, on one hand, lays stress 
on the supercession of the values of the past with those of 
the present and, on the other, underlines the distancing, or 
call it *alienation*, of the individual from society, giving 
him a new operational freedom, and all that comes with it.
It may help us to figure out how this has come to be.

When we talk of modernity today we talk of a special 
cultural situation that lias arisen, or is arising, in 
different parts of the world under the impact of the indus
trial and, the more recent, electronic revolutions and the 
various forces they unleash!); ̂ not that marginal differential 
of change in the culture of any established society, either 
in the normal course of things or under the pressure of 
circumstances, as mentioned earlier). This impact is felt 
all over the world to a greater or lesser degree and its 
mass and force Is phenomenal. As the tabloids say, the 
world has shrunk today drastically in size and the pace of 
change has increased by leaps and bounds. You can now fly 
round the world in about three days in jet planes going at 
four to six hundred miles an hour, while only four hundred 
years ago caravans took weeks to get from one city to anothei- 
going at about ten miles an hour. Just a century back pil
grims from South India took months to trek up to the sacred
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cities of the North, while now, travelling by rail, they 
reach them in less than two days, by air even quicker. What 
the satellites and space-crafts have achieved, of late, Is
absolutely fantastic; they fly round the earth at 18000 miles

to the moon
an hour and carry men/ and back in a little over a week. 
Similarly human evolution In recorded history is figured to 
be a hundred thousand times as rapid as prevhuman evolution 
and the technological advance of the last thousand years of 
human history greater than what it was in the previous fifty 
thousand. Also in the last hundred years man has consumed as 
much energy as his forebears did in the previous two thousand. 
These arenas you will agree, astounding figures. Today’s 
communication net work covers the whole world and leaves no■v/
pocket private; observation satellites criss-cross the hea
vens and, under theae sky-borne eyes, the earth has no areas 
of mystery. And within the logic of the industrial revolution 
the industrially advanced countries are bound to expand their 
Interests progressively to other lands in search of materials, 
markets and production partners and, with whatever air of 
benevolence and fraternal solicitude they may cover it up, 
they seek to doctor the circumstances of these lands to suit 
their needs and purposes.

So, there cannot any more be any sequestered cultures of 
the old sort; all cultures have to negotiate world contacts. 
And these contacts are no more in the nature of mild visi
tations but many-pronged attacks. In the field of the 
creative arts the onus of this negotiation falls roundly on 
the shoulder® of the creative Individual today for two main 
reasons. While in the ancient world the inter-cultural en
counters camo through migration, invasion and settlement, in 
the last six hundred years, with improvements in the means 
of communication and transport, the encounters have been more



transient and indirect, even if larger. So invasions 
have not resulted in human settlements on a big scale 
but in the transfer of cultural assets —  objects of 
wealthy artifacts,literature, chronicles and the like —> 
which, on exposure, affected the cultures and the thought 
horizons of the host country. But removed from their 
context they could only be reacted to, leave alone unra
velled, by specialist individuals, not the general public. 
When through the channels of commerce and cultural explo
ration these increased in quantity and variety this was 
even more so. And, in between, the impact of the indus
trial revolution upset the compact structures of old socle 
ties and the new materialistic philosophy it gave currency 
tOr envisioned the world in rather narrow terms, as holding 
on one side, material resources and, on the other, man
power, both of which had to be engineered for the best 
results; and towards this, the human individual had to be 
disengaged from his social matrix and let loose in a field 

^ of utilitarian pressures,and human life divided up into
isolated activity sectors. Every human being has to, now, 
belong to one of them by aptitude or choice. Art is gene
rously accomodated in one such sector along with entertain 
ment, recreation and self-expression; and even if, in 
certain places, it is granted considerable freedom within 
its pale, it is confined only to specially endowed indi
viduals, who opt for it out of a vocation or calling. And, 
naturally, they are not many. So in a modern situation, 
as it automatically develops, art and poetry are centered 
round individuals; and they have a relatively small place 
and their reach is small. They do not any more have the 
power, as Plato once thought, to subvert society and sow 
madness in human hearts, at least on a wide scale.
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But even though art and poetry do not have a large 
and assured place In the modern situation they function 
against a larger background, which brings together the 
cultural heritage of the whole world. On the basis of 
his need and priorities each individual artist or poet 
has the freedom now to seek reasource from whichever 
area of this heritage he responds to. More than twenty 
years ago J.P. Hodin wrote in the British Journal of 
Aesthetics. ’Modern art is cognition, the findings of 
which often highly specialised and elaborated on an 
analytical basis, are organised into a new visual order. 
Linking up with a tradition of its own choice, of uni- 
verfial significance and without limitations in time and
thus breaking with the chronological tradition generally

clacknowledge^ in art history, it strives for a synthesis
in the work of the individual artist and through the
mutual influence of its different trends one upon another;
a many-faceted process moving towards a unitary concept 

(U)'Ponderous though the statement is; it will still 
find acceptance with a large number of modern artists, 
even if they may not agree on all the details. To sum 
this up in short : today's artist or poet is not bound 
by any established social predispositions or traditional 
ties. His physical environment is what he is b o m  into 
and grows amidst, but his cultural environment comprises 
of the whole world, which is brought to his doorstep 
through various avenues of communication —  exhibitions, 
books, cinema, recordings, radio or television. He is 
free to draw whatever resource from any or all of these, 
or react against these, depending on his inner need. The 
freedom to choose, reject, compound or transform any of 
them lies with his imagination, it is the sole 'arbiter 
in a world of fragmented values or what Rilke called 'the 
molten memory of traditions as have ' vanished from the
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(world'. 1 So each artist considers himself a kind of 
Robinson Crusoe on an imaginary island whose beaches are 
piled up with the cultural bric-a-brac from all over the 
world, of the past and the present, amidst which he can 
potter around. And he prizes this, if only feigned, iso
lation and freedom of choice.

What personal reactions do such creative individuals 
have towards these forces of progress that have granted 
them this special status or, in other words, landed them 
in this special predicament? Years ago, the British poet, 
Stephen Spender, marked out two large categories of crea
tive writers in terms of these^^ first those who recog
nized the character of the forces of progress and sought 
to enlist the support of the arts to their cause, whom he 
called 'contemporaries'; then others whom he called 'mode
ms' , who realised that the new situation was unpreceden
ted and called for a new approach but distrusted, even 
detested, the idea of progress,and viewed the results of 
science as a catastrophe to human civilization. Among the 
artists of today we can find individuals of both categories, 

4 and some others itr inbetween. There are those who exult 
in the new opening up, the new environment, the new materi
als, the new science and technology and their novel dimen
sions and use these for their own purposes, or explain their 
work in the light of one or the other. There are others 
who warn of the dangers latent in this overgrowth we call 
progress in shrinking the size of the human being, whitt
ling his dimensions, crippling his personality and throwing 
him out of gear through its tensions and instabilities, and 
take it upon themselves to stand against this, making of 
art an antidote, by stressing through it those qualities 
of. human being that the new forces famish or work against. 
Some of them can even be seen to form small action groups 
to activate a counter-culture. But, in the middle ground.
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there are many artists who do not flaunt any credos but 
work in the light of one or the other attitude or a mixture 
of the two. By and large, most modern artists stand up for 
the protection of human values and human creativity, against 
forces that seek to weaken or eliminate them, and make
common cause in this regard. But as creative men each tries
to be as individual and unique as he can possibly be.

Naturally, each individual artist has a model of what 
he calls art. In a lively and crowded art scene we should 
be able to recognize many such models, one unlike the other, 
though some may share many common characteristics between 
them. It may be that an artist does not alwavs swell this 
out or is even unwilling to do so to escape the bondage of 
precommitment. But, all the same, at a point in time each
artist is bound to hold on to some such model or the other.

Let us start the survey wit* our own modern art scene.
In a discourse on art entitled *Silpa Jignasa* Benodbehari

(7)Mukhopadhyaya' ' poses the question : If we asked one of 
\ our medieval artists to talk about his work what would fee

talk about? Then he adds, he would talk about his theme or 
technique in considerable detailbut of himself he would 
hardly say a word, tven if he does he would not say how 

yL unique he .is, but how he has managed to be an honest
* vehicle of what was handed c'ov.r. by tradition, oome tmat

years ago when 1 expressed my aopreciation of an icon a 
traditional metal-smith in Bangalore had forged he said the 
same thing, and in deep humility; he had only followed the 
agamas closely, fcven if we do not take him at his word — 
which is hard to do as the agamas do not set out any more 
than a framework which the artist has to interpret and
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supplement with his own vision and sensibility - it reveals 
an attitude or concept* Here the basic form of the image or 
image £roup is not improvised by the artist; its armature 
comes to him from an established tradition. He only pads it 
up with his sensibility and brings it to life. The tradition, 
as it were, sets the score which he reads and plays in the 
best way he can; and this makes him more of a performer than 
a composer. This is the reason why many traditional artists, 
for all their skills and sensibility, find themselves at a 
loss to improvise on a given archetype if called upon to do 
so.

Before Abanindranath, whom we should rightly call the 
father of modern Indian art if only for the fact that it was 
he who first spelt out for it a modern outlook and concept, 
the attitudes current in both the traditional workshops and 
the academic art schools were not greatly different from 
what has been described above; the artists or the artisans 
acqxiired certain sensibilities and skills to give body to 
a form that was already set by convention, or object appear
ance, or both; they did not give much importance to persona
lised search. The concept Abanindranath outlined, as comes 
through his Vageswari lectures^, ̂ does precisely this.(He 
clothes this up in picturesque language and illumines it with 
telling metaphors.) Ahat is th® art impulse? That little 
faculty in man that responds to the liveliness in things, 
and that little power that enables him to transfer this to 
the things he makes; that sense of child-like wonder at the 
sight of things that he keeps intact into his adult years 
gaining thereby a playfulness even in the midst of purpose
ful action; that poetic vision that refuses to follow the 
beaten track and \;o which forced conformities are anathema, 
regardless of whether it is to one's own tradltioh or to 
another*s. An artist has to give body to this impulse.
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Conventions and canons of beauty are transient and change 
from time to time; he has to discover his own. He does so 
when he contacts an object with his inner sensibility, 
grasps reality with his imagination, and in the process, 
invests his individual vision with a kini of universality.
It is not that Abanindranath did not value the usefulness 
of understanding traditions and acquiring skills, but he 
deemed them valueless, even harmful, if they did not lead 
to this personal encounter. It is this encounter that trans
forms man and adds to his stature. To repeat in loose para
phrase a poetic passage from one of his lectures, 'Man comes 
to this world naked and helnless, vulnerable to wind and 
weather. He is walled around by the mystery of creation^ 
rain clouds dark like the breast of a grey pigeon, autumn 
clouds white like the wings of a white swan, soring wrapped 
in its green veil of tender leaves, moon-bcarns breaking on 
rippling water like the tinkle of anklets; but his vision 
grows between these and his dreams of the unseen, the unreal, 
the impossible and the infinite, transforming him into \2r*e a, 
peerless representative of the Primal Artist, lord of the 
inside and the outside worlds*.v

Abanindranath’s concept of art was modern in thd best 
sense of the word and comparable to some extent to that of 
the I.magist poets; the image was there to lead you on to 
something beyond it; the form was there to intone the form
less. But in the light of his familiarity with the princi
ples of Indian and Chinese aesthetics he gave this search 
the air of a sacrament. You go close to things in nature to 
put your ear to their heart-beat but in the midst oi‘ this 
heart-beat you hear the footfall of the infinite.

Although Nandalal took off from Abanindranath his
(q)concept of art was not exactly like his Guru's; He also
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gave the artistic search the air of a sacrament* it was an 
encounter between man and nature* heart to heart. But 
unlike his Guru he did not discount the value of traditions 
and the need for technical training. The image of art 
Abanindranath put up was, according to him, , tailored to 
the proportions of a highly-endowed and accompliaid man 
like he was, a darling of the Gods. But all artists did 
not have that good fortune) they were ordinary, and had to 
advance step by step; training and tradition helped them in 
this. In this^ one’s own traditions had primacy as they had 
crystalliaed on the basis of the waya of seeing and thinking 
one is familiar with. True, purposes have changed and the 
horizons have widened} so other traditions can help as well. 
In fact if we line up the world traditions one after another 
we can see how they cover different areas of human sensibi
lities by accident or choice; taken together they can be 
considered different sectors of a total art language. No 
Individual sensibility is that entirely individual; a civi
lised man's vision always carries a substructure of choices 
and ideas he shares with others. This conditions, to some 
extent, his contact with reality; while this contact, in 
turn, proves their obsolescence or validity. So in exer
cising his individuality no artist is ever free, unless he 
chooses to be a closed-in megalomaniac. Understanding of 
tradition, observation of nature ana original vision each 
help and alter each other in an artist, and this alone makes 
him whole.

Apart frcrn spelling out an ethic for human creativity 
Nandalal was concerned with the generation of an environ
ment in which art could flourish. The barrenness he 
found in the educated middle class and their patent dis
interest in matters of visual beauty dismayed him; while
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he noted in contrast the distinctive refinements in the 
tastes and habits of unlettered tribals and peasants who 
lived on the oorders of poverty. So all his life he com- 
paigned for a big presence of the arts in the educational 
system and dreamed of encouraging art practice amongst 
all kinds of oeople in society. This, he thought, would 
make the society more responsive; and how could art survive 
and gain in stature without a responsive substratum?

The concepts of Abanindranath and Nandalal owed lot to 
the concepts of Rabindranath, writer and painter^1C  ̂Although 
Rabindranath did not outline a clear aesthetic about visual 
arts, a fairly comprehensive concept of human creativity 
comebthrough his various writings. To state it concisely; 
men, unlike animals, have a surplus of emotional energy 
beyond the limits of their utilities and needs of self- 
preservation. This surplus seeks its outlet in the crea
tion of art, or literature, or whatever else builds up what 
we call human civilization. At the level of experience this 
surplus reaches out from man to the objective world and then 
comes back in rebound to him. This is how a man, in know
ing the world, knows himself; for the world he knows is his 
own world, as its features of shapes, colour and movement 
corresponds to the range and qualities of his perceptions.
It becomes more personal when it comes within the range of 
his emotions and, worked over continuously by his loves and 
hates, pleasure and pain, fear and wonder, becomes part of 
his personality, growing with its growth, changing with its 
change. And, his personality itself becomes greater or 
smaller according to the size and quality of this assimi
lation; devoid of It, it loses all content. This assimi
lation builds a bridge between the human personality and
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the objective world, commingling the inner rasa (or essen
ce of emotional response) of the personality and the outer 
rasa (or essence of emotional stimulus) of the object. The 
value of all arts, irrespective of the forms, accrues from 
this encounter of the artist with the world. In the roman
tic phraseology of Rabindranath, they stand face to face 
like friends, questioning each other and exchanging their 
inner secrets. And this encounter Is total, simple, uni
que and, in a sense, transparent, making the work of art 
an open passage for the meeting of the outer form and the 
inner sap (or rasa); it reconciles the material and non- 
material, truth and beauty; or in the words of a mediaeval 
poet, whom he quotes, it stands ’like a sprouting seed with 
one arm up in the air and the other down in the soil'.

In line with other modern artists in the rest of the 
world, all these three stressed the importance of the 
creative individual. They also laid much stress on his 
interacting with the world as this alone led to his self- 
discovery' stewing in one’s own Juice only led a man to 
self-anaesthesia or destruction. The knowledge of past 
forms was an accessory to this; it was useful to the extent 
it facilitated or enlarged this encounter. Abanindranath,
Nandalal and Rabindranath did not ha#» identical views on

urthis. From JKhat he had known about traditions from current 
practices Abanindranath considered them a distraction. 
Nandalal on the other hand, thought they had their own 
benefits. To Rabindranath they were a challenge and in
centive; he would not shy off an encounter with even alien 
and outlandish ones. The mark of the environment on 
their work also varied. Sensitive to every small fact of 
the environment, Abanindranath featured them, and their 
Joy or sadness or drama, in the vision of a fictional



world, hall'-way between fact and fantasy, wrapped in 
poetry and whimsy. Nandalal reduced natural facta to 
a rarified, even decorative, visual image, side-stepping 
wilfully the personal and the topical and whatever was 
tinted with transient emotional impulse. Rabindranath, 
on the other hand, threw his work open to those visita
tions, manic, traumatic or nostalgic, as tramped the corri
dors of his memory; in his own words, his images came to 
him unsolicited ’like Sita at the point of Janaka's plough
share * •

All these three were critical of their immediate so
cial environment and went counter to many of the establish
ed notions of that time, and so, were non-conformists of . 
sorts. Their life-styles too had their singularities. But 
none of them conformed to the image of the fabled artist 
bohemian, with his sense of self-importance and swagger, 
contempt for the public and grievance against the whole 
world, sharpening one and soothing the other with inebria
tion of one kind or another. They came nearer to the image 
of a philosopher-recluse, poet-visionary, or craftsman- 
saint of the East - withdrawn, self-absorbed, contempla-
tive, with a kind of distrus-̂, even disregard^ for?both
praise and criticism. Even Benodbehari and Hamkinkar of 
the next generation of artists that came under their in
fluence bore this stamp; Benodbehari simple, abstemious, 
withdrawn, work-absorbed like a Zen monk, compulsively 
friendly and jealous of his privacy by turns; and Flamkinkar, 
though fond of the bottle and human company, so punch- 
drunk with the vision of the world and the urge to give 
chase to it as to be oblivious of his personal needs, thus
seeming more of a baul than the usual artist bohemian.
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But Benodbehari and Ramkinker were already people of 
(g $ another epoch. 3o were Amrita £>hergil, SaiXoz Mukherjee
$  or Gopal Ghosh and similar others in different part of

India. Their work varied in character and quality, but
they all thought in terms of a personal vision of the world, 
not delinked from traditions, but not solely dependent on 
any one of them, especially their burden of symbol and 
sentiment. The source and stimulus was the visual event, 
which they transformed into a formal image with an inner 
consistency or logic, at various removes from verisimili
tude. They were not myth-raakers; if some of them went into 
narrative, as Benodbehari did in his murals, it was still 
based on intimate visual incidents woven Into a panoramic 

iy tapestry. Artists like Benodbehari, Ramkinkqr or Amrita,
however different their work, gave evidence of considered 
formal Judgement; wlren they subjected the visual event to 
analysis they had a dependable value system. Their model 
of the artistic process was that of a sensory laboratory 
where the visual event reacted with personal inputs and
precipitated into an aesthetic event; if what it came up

f 11)with was ’significant form*j 'they seemed to have had a 
close enough notion of what was significant. But a logic 
of transformation that did not hack its way into a visual 
event, nor stew it up willy nilly, is not often seen in the 
work of a lot of artist* of the following generations. Their 
model seems to have changed, going more with the romantic 
ideas that art was the private expression of a personal 
experience or emotion, is singular and unique and comes 
with a cloak of ambivalence and mystery. Some even go to 
the extent of delinking it from visual facts and events 
and giving it a kind of phenomenological independence.
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Strangely enough most of them enter the field of art 
through the portals of academic realist practice, 
partly because that is all there is, partly because 
it saves them from being considered unprincipled vag
rants by the normal viewing public. To illustrate this 
I may as well relate a recent incident. Some time back, 
a veteran Journalist and art critic was telling me that 

_ he had a son who had g distinctive talent for art and had 
a ready facility to throw things into £ design; but that 
he had pulled him up and warned him, *Look, son! Art is 
not fun, it is not child’s play; it is like walking thro
ugh fire. So you have to be well-prepared; learn the

I vnbkv skills of rendering things close verisimilitude like
you see in the ’how to do it* books, or in the 
photographs. After that you may take your liberties and 
do whatever you want. That is what Picasso did. He went 
through the academic grind. Then he turned all the somer
saults he wanted. People could not any more call him an 
impostor’. Then he asked me what I thought about it. I 
said I could not be sure, since I did not know what kind 
of talent his son had. But I doubted whether what he 
said was sound as a general principle. The academic rea
list method follows a certain model, of what art is or 
should be and seeks to train one's sensibilities accord
ing to it. Once the sensibilities are so trained it is 
not easy to bend them to serve another model without 
ushering conflict and disorientation. I added that he 
may not be so right about Picasso. He did not perhaps 
quite get through the academic grind, he possibly fled his

^ o father for that very reason. He was already trying out



alternatives early in his life, even changing his models; 
and, luckily, he was an artist of great personal resource.

/~N
In any case, what m^y journalist friend thought is typi- 
cal; it is what many others think as well.

Some of the artists view the academic realist prac
tice as the acquest of basic knowledge and skills (like 
learning of the basic sciences in the case of scientists), 
which they plan to go beyond or even reject. Others con
sider it a kind of gymnastic work-out; the skills are 
acquired not so much to be put to use as to flex the 
muscles of your sensibility; creation really starts when 
you shed these and, in unencumbered simplicity, come face 
to face with your inner experience, which is removed and 
formless. They visualise the art act in the image of the 
great renunciation; when the world had vexed them enough 
with its physical presence and left them with no other 
choice but to break out of its grasp, they cut their top 
knot and repudiate their antecedents. It is when they 
want to give form to the formless that their old habits 
come back in rebound. So they have to labour hard to 
ensure the distance between the art image and normal appear
ances, by mixing them up or dispersing their formation or 
passing them through the stylistic grid, and, if the qua
lities of verisimilitude still persisted, mincing them up 
with fable and fantasy. We can see various examples of v 
these on our scene, even the global scene. This is under
standable on the European art scene where realist aesthetics 
has stuck deep and lasting roots, and has been reinforced 
by a long-standing tradition of materialistic philosophy.
It is not understandable in ours where its presence has



been neglible or superficial and where the traditional 
art scene is still varied enough to incite of all kinds 
cf rethinking in the way of fashioning different visual 
equivalents to serve different communicational needs.
But this needs a close study of art forms, their factors 
and functions.

What has been done in this direction, in the west, 
during the last hundred years can be to us a lesson and 
a warning. The need for it, naturally, arose out of a 
gradual build-up, in the 19th century Europe, of a cross- 
cultural encounter, with an increasing awareness of the 
rest of the world, their cultures, customs, social stru
cture, art and the life, and an increasing accumulation 
in European collections of alien cultural effects. That 
the sudden widening of Europe's intellectual horizons was 
an inveitable result of their trying to understand, or 
rationalise, various global facts, both physical and 
cultural, they were coming against and the growth of 
various channels of enquiry, or- sciences, that this led 
on to - call tnem geology, biology, zoology, anthropology, 
psychology, sociology or linguistics - is now widely 
acknowledged. In the field of art, too, once the guilds 
and academies lost their grip and artists felt liberated 
from the strictures of professional convention, their 
interest in understanding outlandish art forms, and vul
nerability to their aesthetic qualities, increased 
though these did not conform to their established models 
and even seemed to undermine their foundations. The 
periodical changes on the modern art scene in the west 
are, at least in its formative stages, the result of 
their effort to reinterpret their established notions in
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the light of their new knowledge and change in sensibi
lity (.however imperfect or fraught with misunderstand
ings this may have been,) or their substitution with new 
and fresh alternatives.

Most of these are now well-known. To start with, 
they persisted with the old model, which presents the 
artist as a person with innate susceptibilities to the 
facts of the visual environment and a talent to reproduce 
them and who tried throughout his life to sharpen this 
susceptibility and widen this talent, and his work as a 
representation of these with noticeable correspondence.
This concept was adjusted, to the extent it could be, to 
accomodate the new changes in perspective, redescribing 
the nature of the representation as one that followed a 
personal choice, or configuration, or a vision that 
extracted a ’motif* from the facts, or projected in re
verse, a ‘motif' on them, or did both in a two-way exer
cise. With this amplification, the work of as different 
artists as Manet, Monet, Degas, Cezanne, Van Gogh, Gauguin,

jY
i.e. Impressionists and Post Impressionists, even Express
ionists, Cubists and Fauves could come under it; the work 
of each of them only underwent a focal change, often trace
able to an initial confrontation on their part to an un
familiar or alien art form, like the Byzantine, or Gothic, 
or Japanese, or South Asian, or African » as^fchw^-fbta^i-ng

For all their reductions, 
abstractions or formal alternations, the artists were still 
re-presenting reality. A major change in model came with 
Picasso's analysis of a visual image into what may be called 
its building blocks and their re-configurational, with near



or distant, altered or ambivalent reference, more parti
cularly in his object sculpture and drawings. In these 
he came close to the work ethic of the so-called primi
tives, that is to say, started with non-objective work 
units and added object presence to them by minimum alter
ation or reconfiguration, or reconfigured object units to 
form a new object, within which their original object presen
ce gets erased or altered or given a new dimension. (The 
primitive fetish can be taken as its prototype and the art 
of Junk or Funk its recent derivatives). The art concepts 
of the constructivists, suprematists and, later, systenists, 
even abstract expressionists, if you put aside their dectri- 
nal explanations, are off-shoQts of this; seeking analogies 
with architecture or chemistry or music or biology they 
build their work; like you break a chemical into its elements 
and recombine these into a new compound, or reorchestrate 
the same tonal and rhythmic components to produce sound 
structures that differ in range and impact, or observe laws 
behind natural structures and use these to build some of 
your own. So the resulting works tend to be titled construc
tions- rnnfiguratlongf Improvisations, symphonies and the 
like. Under this category you see many artists using new 
technological means or gadgetry to make aesthetic objects 
or images with non-conventional components, like mechani
cally or electronically controlled light and movement; the 
model is still the same, only the details have changed. But 
there are among these artists two large sub-species,some who 
think of creativity as personal and whimsical, others who 
think of it as impersonal and dictated by the laws inherent 
in the character of the components themselves.

Another significant model that is similar to this is 
the linguistic one. What is referred to here is the kind of
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£5 model Paul Klee built for himself (not the 'Art as lan
guage' concept of the more recent times which has diff
erent implications). Klee's model derives from a desire 
to go back to the roots of the art image, which was quite 
natural to feel amidst a scene that was getting progre
ssively c^lttered with conventions or overcrowded with 
conflicting alternatives and so In danger of either mono
tony or fragmentation. (It will be useful to remember 
here that Klee was a very earnest member of the early

o Bauhaus, which wanted to refurbish the creative art scene 
and reintegrate its various sectors that were moving away 
from each other). So he declares that he seeks, 'to pene
trate to the region •••• where primaeval power nurtures 
all evolution .... in the womb of nature, at the source
of creation, where the secret keys to all lies guarded.'

CLoa l-NeP
He is c^naee-tad with the basic relationship between the 
art image and the object image and its connecting chords, 
or, to use his own metaphor, the roots and the crown of 
the creation tree and what happens, in between, in the 
channel of transmission which is the artist. What are 
the components of the art image? Line, tone and colour 
and, through these, measure, weight and quality. You use 
these not to mimic what you see, but to make equivalent 
constructions following their inherent laws. These cons
tructions are, therefore, analogous to 'motif and theme 
in musical thought' though, on these, 'an association in
sinuates itself tempting one to material interpretation'^ 
(like,for instance, a piece of calligraphy lends itself 
to be read as a pictorial image). The result may, however, 
be 'an arbitrary deformation of natural forms', as the 
artist is more concerned with 'the powers that do the form
ing than the final forms themselves*.

< v



A large part of Klee's work Is a revealing thesaurus 
of how these basic elements interact and generate various
sensations ami interpretationsj this should have demons
trated to the western artists and art lovers (and their 
likes in the rest of the world) the rationale behind the 
use of various visual devices on the global art scene, out
side the realist aesthetic. This accounts for his great 
popularity and Influence in centres of art learning. His 
ideas certainly owed a lot to his exposure to certain 
sectors of the so-called oriental art (particularly 
Moorish calligraphy) but they also owe a lot to his serious 
pedagogic interests.

The Western art scene has abounded in various other 
models since,but more limited in perspective. They gene
rally veer round some 3rr,all detail of the art process. Like 
the nature of an art object or, art experience.its simila
rity or dissimilarity with the normal (or non-art) object 
or experience, and their tenuous interspace, (which led 
on to certain categories of art using the found object, 
the framed object, the pop image, transformed environ
ment, and the like ; or the art act, ranging from the for
tuitous and impulsive to the planned and deliberate, from 
narcisistic self-exploration to flamboyant self-projection 
(which led on to automatic and minimal art, on the one 
hand, and body art ana the happening, on the other) or the 
art form, ranging from naive scrawls and graffiti to the 
conspicuously craft-specific, from planned concept to 
precipitous image} or the function of art. whether it meant 
to provide for the artist's self-expression and psycholo
gical work-out or regale or reform the world, or hold it
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to trenchant ridicule. Often these models and the art 
works they generate are instructive; they manage to put 
a small sector of the art process under an illuminating 
probe; but their very narrowness or simplicity of dimen
sion, even transience, undermine or attenuate the mess
age, bringing a possib^fly didactic effort close to comedy.

/"Many of these have parallels in the art or religious 
\J/ scenes of the rest of the world, especially in their naive 

sub-cultures and.so, are not unprecedented. But in the'sf-
cultured metropolitan centres of the West these are not so 
widely known or, if so, only by a small minority. So 
their novdtv is relative. But this is no reason to de
valuate them, they are part of o total cultural scene that 
tends to encourage personal specialisation and exclusive
ness and, in each little field, drive people up their own 
steeples of singularity.

The models are many and the above list is far from 
exhaustive. Their virtue lies in that they subject art 
and the creative process to close, and often revealing, 
study. Their limitations are that they hitch all these 
to the wagon of personal expression, blowing up miniscule 
discoveries to the scale of epoch-making revelations, with 
claims to supercede all art history. This is probably 
because there is a patent disparity between tie artist's 
model of himself and his activity and the art public's 
model of these, and since he has to depend on their atten
tion he reacily submits to theirs. But what, in fact, 
are their models? Artist as independant and original as 
the First Creator, who conjures up a new world from the 
primaeval waters; artist as a medicine-man who exorcises 
the onlooker of his mental lntertia or tilts his horizons,
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artist as a prophet who secs far ahead of his times. What 
is really wrong with these is not so much their substance 
as their scale and exclusiveness; otherwise each artist, 
if he is of any consequence, is a bit of each of these in 
his small way. He makes a new start every time he creates 
anything, though his primaeval waters are floating with his 
previous heritage. He does manage to create a change in 
the vision of a responsive onlooker, where by responsive 
we mean one whom inner sensibility and culture have tuned 
up to be a good receptor. He also manages to see ahead of 
his time in the sense ttat his innovations of today come 
within the grasp of the general public only in the days to 
come. This is known to most artists; the innovations or 
experiments 1 listed earli r were made by artists who had 
a keen awareness of their past (at least their immediate 
past) ana functioned in critical reaction to it. Then why 
this oversize mask and hieratic play-acting? Because the 
art public, under the guidance of the imams c£ the art trade, 
do not want the scale reduced or the air of exclusiveness 
and novelty ripped away; and will not allow the artist to 
do so. (You can call this the Devi syndrome - the refer
ence being to the story of Satyajit Ray’s film ’Devi'; once 
you have mounted the throne of magical power you cannot 
easily dismount as your public will not allow you to do so). 
So, in drawing up our models it is good to be informed of 
both these virtues and shortcomings.

Surely, the growing art scene in India will have many 
kinds of models in the time to come, especially when the 
artists will choose to explore various avenues of creative

I



expression or communication. (You can presently see 
this happening in the field of performing arts). But 
whatever the differences in their interests and pro
clivities our future artists will find working under 
a large or more comprehensive model more profitable 
than under a tiny or limited one. Like for instance, 
the model of art as a language, a many-tiered structure 
of visual devices and symbols, each tier corresponding 
to a layer of human experience or communication need, 
but each inter-linked with the others in many ways. Two 
main features of the modern art situation warrant this.

As already stated we live in a world where the art 
facts of different cultures are seen together and reacted 
to. There are two extreme views with regard to this 
reaction, one that the reaction should, to be of any value, 
take into consideration the full meaning and connotation 
these had in their native culture, another that they 
should be considered separate from all that for just their 
aesthetic significance. That neither is fully valid or 
feasible is recognized now by most people (,as the full 
meaning and connotation of any art object can vary from 
person to person even in its native culture and we have 
enough proof that reactions to various kinds of art have 
gained in depth and acuity with a knowledge of their mean
ing and antecedents.) But it should nevertheless be re
cognized that any reaction becomes real only when it 
connects up with or activates a portion of the respondent's 
experience. There is a third factor that partakes of the 
other two - that is intuitive apprehension and inside 
knowledge. This annexes the art fact at whatever level 
of understanding into the artist's sensibility or makes it
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a linguistic unit. It may be true that all facts do not 
connect up with or activate the same node or sector of 
one's experience, or in the same manner, or with the 
sane amount of depth and complexity. So one fact and 
its corresponding unit is not like another; some have 
more dimensions than others, and in terms of their sim
plicity or complexity, their differences in substance, 
character or value, they fall into a hierarchy, or, in 
other words, f»rra an art language. According to the 
differences in each artist's reaction these linguistic 
edifices may change; but to the extent different artists 
have common grounds of experience they will have areas of 
correspondence too. Such a model or concept will accomo
date all kinds of art activity, and, without chaining each 
to its little perch, it will allow them to hop from one 
perch to another. This will probably avoid the bnsic 
weakness of the present global art scene which equates 
diverse objects or arts varying in dimension and response 
potential one with the other, without any discrimination^ 
or reference to a total value system.

The other feature of the modern art scene is that the 
creative individual functions outside a settled communi
cation network, unlike in a traditional society. So if 
he v/ants access to varie44res- avenues of expression, like 
he would if his creative urges have the necessary width 
and amplitude, he has to think of a morsel that is large 
enough to provide f£r this.

It should be evident by now that the model of an 
art language that is being discussed is not conceived



In the same proportions as Klee1® model, which stops un'fA, 
short=af purely visual elements, leaving out the cul
tural, meaning readable^iconographical symbols with 
associational reference. Klee himself did not over
look the need for this. $e says, ‘Sometimes I dream 
of a work of really great breadth ranging through the 
whole region of element, object, meaning and style. This,
I fear will remain a dream, but it is a good thing even 
now to bear the possibility occasionally in mind.* why 
did he think it will remain a dream? Because he thought 
that in a fastly moving world the constancies of associa
tion® necessary for the growth of meaning will be hard to 
ensure, unless you thought of a world language. But 
since Klee's time the cultural forces have not pulled 
always towards unification and generalisation; they have 
been both centripetal and centrifugal, some pulling inward 
to the roots of one's sensibility, some outward to th* a~ 
common world heritage. So it falls to every modern artist 
to work out a reconciliation. Some aspects of this effort 
and the problems Involved we shall discuss in our next two 
lectures under the title ♦Eclecticism*.


